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This article presents the view that much of the success of classical psychoanalysis is cen-
trally predicated on its biological potency; focusing not on neuropsychology, but on the
biology of conditioning. The argument suggests that features of classic psychoanalytic
technique – the couch, meetings several times per week with both parties present, and
free association – uniquely facilitate intense transferences of various sorts, and that these
in turn constitute the multiple and diverse extinction trials necessary to best approximate
extinction.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasingly over the past decade, psychoanalysts have shown
a willingness to believe that various aspects of psychoanalytic
technique, heretofore viewed as important if not essential, can
be altered or actually even dispensed with entirely without sub-
stantially compromising treatment effects. This new ﬂexibility
is due to a variety of reasons. For example, as a consequence
of strained economic circumstances, modern day busy sched-
ules, and competition both from pharmacological treatments
and cognitive behavioral therapies (CBT) requiring less time
input, the frequency of sessions per week in the typical psy-
choanalysis has gone down. This is so clearly the trend that
even some training institutions permit thrice weekly analyses
to “count” both for the psychoanalyses that candidates con-
duct and for their own required treatments (their so-called
“training analyses”). Although most view this as less than ideal,
patients,and analysts have coped with the consequent decrease in
intensity.
Another recent change is that psychoanalyses (or portions
thereof)nowsometimestakeplacelargelybytelephoneoroverthe
InternetwithSkypesoftwareenablingvisualcontacttoaccompany
auditory communication. The increased mobility of analysands
(often necessitated by their careers), and major technological
advances contribute to this change; and it is too early to evaluate
its effects1.
1Asistrueforalloutcomeresearchinpsychoanalysis,thiswouldnotbeaneasymat-
ter to study. Perhaps, however, an initial study could be as follows: neutral analysts,
blindtothetypeofanalysisreceivedbyeachpatient,couldevaluateanequalnumber
of bothsortsof patientsatvariousintervalsaftertheirtreatments.Self-reportsfrom
patients and analysts would also be of use. But questions arise: would the research
analysts conduct at least some of their interviews using Skype technology?
Related to this last alteration in psychoanalytic technique, but
far pre-dating it,are questions about the use of the psychoanalytic
couch2. Never really deemed “essential” to psychoanalytic treat-
ments – many analysts (myself included) have followed Freud in
feelingthatitisaburdentobelookedatallday–analystshavecon-
sideredthecouchtobeusefulinallowingbothpatientsandanalyst
to associate more freely. Certainly without the social conventions
and regulators of everyday conversations (including eye contact
and nodding), when patients are on the couch, both patients and
analysts experience far fewer constraints. And yet (as will be dis-
cussed below) in the analytic treatment of children, adolescents,
and even some adults, the couch has been regarded by some as
optional at best,and even detrimental. This last position seems to
have gained some strength as anecdotal reports of patients feeling
alienated on the couch grow, while the frequency of sessions per
week diminish,each session providing an opportunity for human
contact.
Paradoxically, despite these recent trends, I want to make an
argument on a biological basis favoring aspects of classical psy-
choanalytic technique, and in particular the couch, as essential
in effecting changes in psychopathology. Further I want to pro-
pose that psychoanalysis, with the biologically potent classical
techniques in place, can produce changes over and above those
that rival treatments can deliver. Note here that I am not holding
the particular features of classical analytic techniques that I will
discuss as deﬁnitionally essential; no one of these features alone,
nor any combination thereof, is constitutive of psychoanalysis.
Rather I claim that frequency, physical presence of patient and
2Although a bit awkward, I suppose an analytic patient could recline on a couch
during a Skype analytic session.
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analyst,andespeciallythecouchareessentialforpatients’capacity
to establish varied and deeply experienced transferences, and that
these in turn are necessary for the lasting biologically mediated
improvements in psychopathology psychoanalysis can uniquely
offer.
Now my view does actually imply that treatments (including
CBT, various psychotherapies, and even non-classical psycho-
analyses) to the extent that they rely solely on changes affected
through higher-level psychological processes cannot be as effec-
tive as classical psychoanalysis.Why? Because these treatments are
predicated only on distinctly human learning systems involving
rationality based learning and autobiographical memory system
rather than allowing the simultaneous functioning of diverse
unconscious (irrational and a-rational) transferences constitut-
ing the biological underpinnings that I will begin to describe just
below3.
The biological model upon which I draw to make these claims
does not involve brain chemistry nor neuroanatomy (at least not
primarily). Rather, it is to the biology of conditioning, speciﬁ-
cally that of conditioned fear responses, and extinction learning,
to which I turn in order to make the case. The argument will take
shapeasfollows.InthesectionjustbelowIdescribethebasiccon-
cepts of conditioning, including fear conditioning. Then in the
section to follow I suggest that various sorts of psychopathologies
in fact result (at least in part) from complex conditioning. Con-
tinuing my account,the next section provides an outline of recent
developments in the understanding of extinction phenomena.
Finally, in the last section I propose that psychoanalyses, partic-
ularly those using classic psychoanalytic techniques, can better
provide the procedures (or analogs thereof) currently thought to
benecessarytobestapproximatesuccessfulextinction.Inthisﬁnal
section I will make the claim that in understanding the processes




Conditioning, both in its classical Pavlovian form, and of the
instrumental or operant type, is a robust and widespread biolog-
ical phenomenon. Functioning in living organisms ranging from
those that are quite simple (e.g., the sea slug, aplysia; see Walters
et al.,1979)4 to the very complicated (e.g.,human beings),condi-
tioning is perhaps the most basic form of learning. Both types of
conditioning essentially involve associative learning.
The basic paradigm for classical conditioning can be readily
seen in Pavlov’s (1927) famous work with dogs. A hungry dog
3This is not to say that therapies aimed at this higher level are ineffective. In fact
classical psychoanalysis,in my view,is uniquely effective,precisely because it alone,
unlike the other treatments,operates both on higher-level human autobiographical
psychological learning – and on the more basic biological level I intend to outline.




suggests that under certain circumstances (at least in principle) even single celled
organisms can undergo associative learning, i.e., true conditioning.
salivates when food is presented. The food, an unconditioned
stimulus (US), will bring about salivating, the biological uncon-
ditioned response (UR), quite spontaneously. Now add trials in
which a ringing bell just precedes the presentation of food. The
bell is a conditioned stimulus (CS) paired with the food. After
some number of trials,the mere ringing of the bell (CS) will occa-
sion the dog to salivate, i.e., to have the conditioned response
(CR), before or even in the absence of food. The bell (the CS)
has become associated with the food (the US) such that salivation
(CR) results.
“Operant conditioning,”according to conditioning researchers
Bouton and Swartzentruber (1991, p. 124) “is a similar process
through which organisms learn to associate new behaviors or acts
withreinforcers.”Inoperantconditioning(alsocalledinstrumen-
tal learning) an animal’s behavior is shaped, not by antecedent
stimuli as in classical conditioning, but instead by the reinforcers
(rewarding or punishing in nature) that are experienced as con-
sequences of the behavioral acts. (Bouton and Swartzentruber,
1991,p. 129; Skinner,1938.) Training a dog,for example,involves
much instrumental conditioning. Take the basic command “sit.”
When teaching a puppy to sit, the owner positively reinforces
as many instances of sitting as possible, at ﬁrst whenever the
puppy sits for whatever puppy reason, and later only after the
oral command, “sit.” Pigeons likewise demonstrate instrumental
conditioning when differential reinforcement leads to differen-
tial pecking behaviors. For example, a pigeon will learn to peck
the middle key in a series of keys far more than any of the oth-
ers, if pecking the middle key has been followed more often by
food reward. Similarly,rats can be trained to differentially explore
particular areas of their environments based on operant condi-
tioning. They will engage in far more lively exploratory behavior
of any portion of the cage in which some sort of positive rein-
forcement has taken place, spending far more time in that area
over non-reinforced areas.
Regarding operant versus classical conditioning, Bouton and
Swartzentruber (1991, p. 129) point out that despite decades of
textbooks emphasizing the differences, “...recent research has
established strong parallels between the mechanisms...”so much
so that “It has become useful to view Pavlovian and operant
learning as examples of the same basic learning process: Just as
Pavlovian based behavior reﬂects knowledge of a CS–US associ-
ation, instrumentally based behavior may reﬂect knowledge of a
response–reinforcer association.”
Conditioning of both types can be employed to demonstrate
a wide variety of responses in animals and humans. For exam-
ple, reactions to various chemicals and drugs can be enhanced or
inhibited in many species. Conditioning can occasion and then
shape basic learning behaviors, including those involving mem-
ory,item discrimination,and categorization. Researchers can also
use conditioning to explore how and what animals understand,
as well as extend animals’ capacities to perform tasks that would
be unusual in nature – as in pigeons categorizing the presence or
absence of humans in photos (Herrnstein and Loveland, 1964)
and different types of music (Porter and Neuringer,1984). But,as
will be taken up just below, conditioning can also result in taste
aversions, fears, and phobias.
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FEAR CONDITIONING
In the descriptions of both classical and operant conditioning
above, all the examples concerned what is termed “appetitive
conditioning.” Simply put (Martin-Soelch et al., 2007, p. 426):
“Appetitiveconditioningistheprocessthroughwhichnewrewards
are learned and acquire their motivational salience.” Indeed, the
emphasis is on the word “rewards.” Thus, in the operant con-
ditioning paradigms brieﬂy discussed, the rats, pigeons, puppies
all received positive rewards shaping the behaviors desired by the
researchers or dog owner. Eventually, after sufﬁcient association
with reward, the behaviors themselves become experienced as
desirable.Similarly,aftertheirclassicalconditioningtrials,Pavlov’s
dogssalivatedatthebellalonebecauseitstonehadbeenpairedto,
and thereby associated with,the intrinsically rewarding meat.
But“aversiveconditioning”isequallyimportant,perhapsmore
so for our purposes. The motivational salience of negative rein-
forcers is readily learned – with aversive stimuli ranging from
psychological punishments to footshocks and toxins – all capable
of producing conditioned inhibitions, symptoms (such as pho-
bias),anxiety,andfear.Aversiveclassicalconditioninglooksmuch
like its appetitive counterpart except that the US is highly nega-
tive and the UR is that of fear and avoidance. Thus for example,
when a rat “is exposed to pairing of a neutral CS, such as a tone
or light, with an aversive US, such as a footshock; this procedure
yields a conditioned fear response to the CS [the tone or light]”(Ji




dog training, dogs engaged in “counter surﬁng” (standing up on
two legs to obtain food from counters) can be conditioned to
stoptheseactivitiesaftersurﬁngbehaviorsaremetwiththecrash-
ing of cleverly placed pans. This produces a loud aversive negative
reinforcer,insteadofthepositivepleasureofatastymorseloffood.
Despite the obvious difference in valence between aversive and
appetitive types of conditioning, in much of the recent literature
(see Bouton,1988,1993,2004; Bouton and Swartzentruber,1991;
Bouton et al.,2006;Quirk and Mueller,2008),the structure of the
two is found to be so fundamentally analogous that in most mat-
tersofinteresttheyaretreatedtogether(Ishalltakethisupinmore
detail below in the section called “Extinction”). However, at least
onegroupofresearchers(Changetal.,2009,p.5)recognizessome-
thing of note that is distinctive:“A unique feature of fear memory
isthatitcanbeacquiredwithaslittleasoneexposureandcanper-
sistforalifetime.”AlongtheselinesIspeculatethatcomparedwith
appetitive conditioning, fear conditioning is (1) faster, (2) more
readily generalizable, and (3) more difﬁcult to render extinct. My
hypothesisisbasedonevolutionaryconsiderations:Itwouldmake
evolutionary sense for conditioned fears to take hold more read-
ily, to be generalizable in many directions, and then to be harder
to supplant with benign memory experiences than would be the
case for appetitive CR. For aversive stimuli, false negatives would
be far more dangerous and ultimately costly than false positives.
Indeed a rustle of grass mistaken for a snake would cost a ﬂee-
ing animal some energy, but a poisonous snake taken for a rustle
of grass could be fatal. Stephen Maren, a neuro-psychobiological
researcher specializing in fear conditioning (2011) agrees:
(Regarding) the evolutionary forces that have shaped the two
types of learning:
1. Yes, aversive learning is typically much faster and readily gen-
eralized.You can go days without food,so the penalties for not
rapidly learning about food-predictive stimuli or responses to
getfoodarenotassevereasthepenaltiesforfailingtoanticipate
something potentially lethal (predator,speeding car,etc.).
2. Learned fear is rather resistant to extinction. I do not know if
anyone has systematically compared the two types of learning
with respect to reinstatement/recovery/renewal (of the condi-
tioned fear responses), but my gut reaction is that extinction
of fear would be more context-speciﬁc as the price of broadly
generalizing extinction [that something dangerous now safe
(here), is really safe everywhere] might be costly’ (personal
communication).
With this important difference in mind, let me now move to the
role of conditioning, particularly but not exclusively aversive fear
conditioning, in the development of neurotic psychopathologies
of various sorts. After that a Section Extinction will follow.
THE ROLE OF CONDITIONING IN PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
In order to establish my claim regarding the extinction efﬁcacy of
psychoanalysis,I must ﬁrst demonstrate that conditioning – aver-
sive and appetitive, classical and operant – actually does play an
important role in the sort of psychopathologies seen by psycho-
analysts. Further, since my claim is so general, I should be able
to demonstrate it using every patient and any patient. And so, I
will present in detail one patient, Mr. H, whose case does readily
typify the sorts of psychopathological effects (obvious and subtle)
resultingfrombehaviorsandactionsaswellasbeliefs,desires,and
phantasies, all occasioned by classical and operant conditioning.
Mr. H came into psychoanalytic treatment when he was in his
late forties. A geologist of modest success, the presenting symp-
tom was his feeling that his marriage was deteriorating. He was
the father of three children, all in their teens when he began his
analysis. His wife, a nurse by training, had stayed at home (by
choice) for more than a decade in order to raise the children the
way both she and Mr. H thought best. Now, with the children in
middle and high school, his wife had returned to work. With that
major adjustment, Mrs. H was experiencing a new excitement for
life,one that she wanted to share with Mr. H,particularly sexually.
But the more Mrs. H wanted him, the more distant Mr. H felt.
Once in a while when he did allow sexual intimacy he would suf-
fer a wave of great anxiety, and then tremendous concern for the
integrity of his penis. He would consequently rush through inter-
course, and/or suffer from premature ejaculation. As we explored
thisproblemMr.Hassociatedtootherfearshehadrecentlydevel-
oped, all of which he knew to be irrational, and all of which he
felthecouldmanage(unlikethesexualproblem).Hewasafraidof
elevators, so he took the stairs. He was afraid of doors slamming
on him, so he was very careful, and he always avoided automatic
doors. He was afraid of cutting himself on jagged edges of cans,
and so his wife always opened these. Doing occasional ﬁeldwork
for his job, he found himself in some locations where he became
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quite unreasonably afraid that he would step into some trap set
for animals.
Quite early in the treatment I could (as could any analyst) see
a connection among these seemingly disparate fears. Mr. H was
afraidthatsomepartof hisbodywouldbecaughtinanddamaged
by some dangerous hole and its surrounding parts – the elevator
and its automatic doors, powerful doors in general, rough-edged
cans,animaltrapswithteeth,andﬁnallythevagina.DidMr.Halso
have a phantasy of vagina dentata? Certainly Mr. H suffered from
a phobia with symptoms that were spreading and generalizing.
But further questions arose. How did his phobia develop?Why
did he have sexual troubles with his wife now, and not in the pre-
cedingyearsof theirmarriage?Whatwasthecentralphobicobject
from which the other fears generalized? These were not questions
that could be asked or answered directly. However through the
analytic work Mr. H discovered several things. The sexual prob-
lem with his wife was a function of her increased interest in him.
During the many years when she was an exhausted mother and
housewife, her sexual interest in Mr. H was minimal. Moreover,
whatever sexual activity they had had was always initiated by him.
This was true, albeit for different reasons, early in their marriage
too. Mrs. H was at that time young, and sexually inhibited, as
well as uninitiated. She followed Mr. H’s lead in all matters sexual.
But why was this wonderful midlife change in Mrs. H proving so
problematic for Mr. H?
With further analytic work we found some answers, many
involving conditioning. First let me describe the aversive classi-
cal conditioning event likely central to Mr. H’s presenting psy-
chopathology – his sexual anxiety. It occurred when Mr. H was
around 4years old, in particular on the day when he learned to
ride a bicycle with no training wheels. He and his father, who
had been helping him ride, came rushing into the house, and the
screen door banged noisily. Mr. H remembers feeling “on top of
the world.” Shouting about his triumph, both his mother and
the much loved family dog, a young (but large) German Shep-
herd, ran toward Mr. H and his father. His mother hugged him,
seeming to ignore his father. And the excited (and not yet well
trained dog) lunged at Mr. H too, knocking him over. Mr. H felt
the wind knocked out of him; he felt scared; and he reﬂexively
started to ﬂail at the dog, who reﬂexively responded by biting his
hand hard, drawing enough blood to increase Mr. H’s terror. And
in fact Mr. H’s hand required a trip to the Emergency Room and
several stitches.
In this episode we can see the US – the dog knocking Mr. H
over, biting him, injuring him, with the ER trip and stitches to
follow; the UR – the pain, fear, and traumatic anxiety occasioned
by these events;and the CS – the happy mother and the eager dog,
bothpositivelydisposedtowardMr.H,andthereforeapproaching
him exuberantly. This part of the episode – the excited interest of
the beloved other – was the central feature occasioning the CR, a
response seen to continue unchanged even so many years later in
his pathological reactions to his wife’s sexual advances.
But the story does not end here. This aversive conditioning
episode with its conditioned stimulus took place in a context,
actually a multifaceted situation that was experienced as many
contexts. Thus in addition to the over-excited, too eager, and
then biting dog, many other factors comprised the CS and/or
its context(s)5. From the emotional side, there were at least two
important feelings. First there was the wonderful “on top of the
world”feeling of triumph associated with the real success of hav-
inglearnedtorideabike.Thentherewasanothersortof triumph,
as Mr. H felt that he was more important to his mother than was
his father. There was at least one identiﬁable physical context too.
Thedoornoisilyslammingjustprecedingtheincidentcanbeseen
in Mr. H’s secondary symptoms, particularly his fear of certain
doors.
Further, conditioned aversive stimuli tend to generalize. In
other words stimuli related to the CS (those similar to the original
in terms of category, or even those closely connected in time or
space) can also be expected to give rise to the CR. In fact this was
the case for Mr. H. We can note the generalization of the phobic
stimuli producing his fearful (phobic) reactions:he became afraid
of all sorts of elements resembling the dog’s mouth – the teeth of
theanimaltrapandthejaggedcan,thestrongjaw-likedoorsof the
elevator,inexorableautomaticdoors,aswellastheprimaryfearof
his wife’s vaginal musculature6,7.
Of course one might ask the following question: why did Mr.
H develop this sort of phobia and not a fear of dogs, or doctors,
or emergency rooms, or blood? A complex question that I cannot
answer,there is however more to say about the speciﬁc symptoms
he did develop – more about his particular phobias, and the role
of conditioning in his psychopathology. Some relevant additional
information concerns his parents, their relationship to him, and
to one another. As Mr. H’s psychoanalysis progressed it became
increasingly clear that his mother and father contributed (with-
out conscious intent) to the aversive conditioning crystallized by
the excited dog/stitches episode. His mother was domineering,
warm,loud,and overbearing,while his father was quiet,kind,and
unassuming. Especially when Mr. H was in high school, he had
worries (which were at the same time unconscious unacceptable
wishes) that his mother thought more highly of Mr. H than of
his father, and preferred him (her son) over her own husband.
Thus when his mother actively encouraged him in his athletic
andscholarlyendeavors(becomingliketheCS,theover-eagerand
exciteddog),Mr.Hwithdrewfromher,andbecamedistant,much
as he did decades later with his newly passionate wife. Moreover,
especially as he measured himself against his father,who as it hap-
pened was suffering from some business losses during Mr. H’s
adolescence, Mr. H inhibited his own high school achievements.
Thus we see that his mother’s implicit (and natural) attempts at
appetitive operant conditioning,aimed toward increasing Mr. H’s
involvement with her and at heightening his success in school
and sports, actually functioned as operant aversive conditioning.
Given his unconscious feelings of guilt at his perceived victory
over his father both with respect to his mother and with respect
to his high school endeavors, and given Mr. H’s consequent need
5In naturalistic cases like this the boundary between context and conditioned
stimulus proper is not nearly so clear as it is in laboratory experiments.
6This suggests that it could be the case that many (most?) phobic symptoms are
caused by or at least contributed to by some sort of aversive conditioning.
7These generalizations often demonstrate a particular type of similarity – similarity
based on primary process (emotional and a-rational) categories rather than sec-
ondary process (rational) categories. For more on this see Brakel (2009, esp. pp.
7–8; 2010, esp. pp. 59–62).
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to curtail himself in both domains, his mother’s encouragement
became aversive stimuli – shapers inhibiting Mr. H’s behaviors.
Finally, in order to have a more complete picture of Mr. H’s
complex psychopathology, we must return to an important con-
text aspect of the aversive conditioning event. Remember that
emotionally Mr. H was feeling“on top of the world,”triumphant,
both over his father and perhaps more importantly because of his
real life accomplishment – he could now ride a bicycle. Through
the course of the psychoanalysis we became aware of a chronic
symptom from which Mr. H suffered almost his whole life, a
symptom as debilitating as his sexual problem, and also traceable
ultimately to the context of the aversive conditioning. Whenever
Mr.Hexperiencedhimself asabouttobetremendouslysuccessful,
i.e.,whenever an important real life success about which he would
likely feel “on top of the world” and triumphant loomed ahead,
Mr. H would inhibit his success,kill his victory.
Thus, to take things in reverse chronological order, Mr. H was
onlymoderatelysuccessfulasageologist.Manyothersinhiscom-
pany had more prestige and earned more money. In graduate
school,hehadgivensomethoughttoobtainingaPh.D.,thisopen-
ing the possibilities to a more high proﬁle university career or to
more lucrative employment than that for which he settled. His
plans evanesced however, as his grades dropped precipitously just
as he began the application process. He left school with a termi-
nal masters degree. He was a B+ student at college; and in high
school, despite a strong start, his grades plummeted in his junior
year as he and his classmates contemplated college applications.
Note the similarity to his graduate school career. Mr. H’s partic-
ipation in sports and the arts had a similar pattern. He enjoyed
his school’s theatrical productions, but when offered a signiﬁcant
role, he became anxious and declined. Similarly, when told that
he was one of a few students named to compete for ﬁrst chair
violin, Mr. H remembered that his audition piece was critiqued
as“workman-like, but wooden, without much feeling.”He didn’t
even win second chair. Finally, in little league from an early age,
Mr. H’s baseball prowess also always seemed to fade whenever it
seemed possible that he could become a truly outstanding player.
Functioning as a lifelong defense against the“on top of the world”
context of the CS, a CS that would inexorably lead to the condi-
tioned fear response, Mr. H (unconsciously) arranged things to
make sure that his achievements were moderate at best.
Although the majority of psychoanalytic cases may not have
an aversively CR event that is so striking, most do involve various
combinations of the more subtle sort of conditionings, classical
and operant, aversive and appetitive, seen in the case of Mr. H8.
8Further, as almost goes without saying, when human beliefs, desires, phantasies,
and behaviors are at issue, there are almost always other more complex func-
tions/structures (such as those involved with language content, conscious and
unconscious autobiographical memories, and deliberate agential goals) which in
addition to underlying conditioning mechanisms operate. (see for example,Rangel
et al., 2008 for a review article concerning the interplay of three levels – that which
has been conditioned,the habitual level,and the level of goal-directed and autobio-
graphically relevant behavior.) Clearly for the heuristic purposes of this article, the
role of conditioning has been highlighted, but the multi-leveled nature not denied.
Infact,myownviewisthatthereisalwaysaninteractioncausallyandconstitutively
in terms of the structure, function, and content in human desires, beliefs, phan-
tasies,and behavior (see Brakel,in preparation). Interestingly too even Rangeletal.,
We will return to Mr. H in discussing psychoanalytic techniques
and extinction, but ﬁrst I must address in some detail the process
of extinction itself, with particular emphasis on recent research
developments.
EXTINCTION
It is widely recognized by modern conditioning researchers9 that
although“fearconditioning...cangeneralizeverywellacrosscon-
texts”(Bouton,1988,p. 143),“...unlike fear conditioning,extinc-
tion is highly context-speciﬁc...[it is in fact] a new learning
process, ...[in which] the fear reduction results from inhibition
rather than erasure of the original fear memory” (Chang et al.,




and clinical settings has also been widely established10.
The implications of this are important theoretically and also
in more practical terms in order to devise better treatments for
severalhumanpsychopathologies,includingpost-traumaticstress
disorder,phobias,andavarietyofanxietydisorderincludingpanic
attack. Naturally it had been logical to assume that by presenting
the CS without the US,and therefore without the CR,that extinc-
tion would be achieved and the pairing of the CS with the US
wouldbeunlearned.ForitwasthecasethatafterPavlov’sdogswere
exposedtomanybelltoneswithoutthemeatquicklyfollowing,the
bell (CS) no longer evoked the salivating response. Similarly for
aversiveclassicalconditioning,Quirk(2002,p.402)reports,“Con-
ditioned fear responses to a tone paired with footshocks rapidly
extinguishwhenthetoneispresentedintheabsenceof theshock.”
And indeed, fear responses (like other CR) will diminish signiﬁ-
cantly after exposure to the CS alone. However as was also clear
as early as 1927 when Pavlov reported spontaneous recovery of
extinguished responses, despite the fact that it “...has often been
convenient to assume that extinction involves the destruction of
theoriginalCS–USassociation...”thisbondisnotdestroyed“even
after extensive extinction training” (Bouton, 1988, p. 81). Add to
this that fear and other aversively CR are extinguished with more
difﬁculty than other CR, while they reappear more easily, and we
can begin to appreciate some of the problems met with in the
exposure therapies for human fear psychopathologies.
In order to understand these difﬁculties better, and before we
can return to the main theme of this project – how psychoanalysis
may work precisely because it supplies what is needed for more
effectiveextinction–Imustprovideadetailedaccountoftheprob-
lems with extinction,discussing both the speciﬁc types of aversive
2008, p. 554) do emphasize the singular conditioning level for some psychological
maladies:“...reinforcement-learningmodelspredicttheexistenceofvaluationmal-




9See Bouton (1988,1993,2004); Bouton and Swartzentruber (1991); Quirk (2002);
Bouton et al. (2006); Ji and Maren (2007); Chang et al. (2009).
10For a review article see Hermans et al. (2006). For reports on laboratory induced
human fear conditioning and extinction see Vansteenwegen et al. (2005); Vervliet
etal.(2005).ForextinctionoffearsintheclinicseeMinekaetal.(1999);Mystkowski
et al. (2002); Mystkowski and Mineka (2007).
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CR reappearance, occurring despite extinction training, and the
general ﬁnding of the rigid context-dependency of the extinction
process. Thus I turn now to descriptions of renewal, spontaneous
recovery,reinstatement,andrapidreacquisitionoftheaversiveCR,
followed by a discussion of the changing contexts themselves.
RENEWAL
The renewal effect (i.e., the renewal of the formerly extinguished
CR) is the effect in which the context-dependency of extinction
is best demonstrated. Renewal effects occur when the extinction
trials for a CS take place in a different context from later tests
of CS–CR independence. For example, suppose that a rat under-
went aversive conditioning in Cage A as follows: A speciﬁc tone
(CS)waspairedwithafootshock(US)toproducetheconditioned
fear response of freezing (UR/CR) to the tone alone. Some time
after this conditioned fear was well established, the extinction tri-
als would take place, and in Cage B. Here the tone (CS) would
be presented alone without the footshocks (US) until the condi-
tionedfearwasbehaviorallyextinguished,i.e.,untilthetonewould
no longer give rise to the freezing fear response (CR). Now, some
time after the “successful” extinguishing of the conditioned fear
response, the tests of the extinction take place. These entail pre-
senting the same tone (CS) alone without the footshocks (US) in
several different contexts: in Cage A (the site of the original fear
conditioning), Cage B (where extinction took place), and in Cage
C,anewarea.Andherearetheresults:Onlywhentestingoccurred
in Cage B did the extinction remain. If testing occurred in CageA,
the site of the initial pairings of tone and footshock,the CS (tone)
again yielded CR (freezing) – the conditioned fear was renewed.
More critically, if testing occurred in some new place, Cage C, the
conditioned fear response also was renewed. Only in the speciﬁc
context of Cage B was the independence of CS–CR maintained;
only Cage B could be considered a“safe here”context11.
The renewal effect is very robust. It has been demonstrated in
appetitive as well as aversive conditioning in both classical and
operant forms. Further, renewal has been shown not only with
laboratory animal subjects, but also with people both in the lab-
oratory and the clinic (see footnotes 7 and 8 for references). As
Ji and Maren (2007, p. 751) point out, there have been many
attempts to deal with renewal, each involving some way to deal
withthefactthat“...theexcitatoryCS–USassociationestablished
during conditioning is not context-speciﬁc and generalizes in all
test contexts. In contrast, the inhibitory CS-“no US” association
establishedduringextinctioniscontext-speciﬁc.”Theysuggest(p.
751) that it might be the case that activation of the CS–no US
association always “...requires simultaneous presence of the CS
and the extinction context.”
SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY
Noted quite early (Pavlov, 1927), spontaneous recovery of a CR
assumed to have been extinguished is now thought by most mod-
ern researchers to be a subtype of renewal. Here the very passage
11To use the terminology of the conditioning researchers, only A–B–B preserves
extinction,whereasA–B–A andA–B–C (where C is any new context) do not. More-
over A–A–B, where the fear conditioning and extinction occur in the same context,
A,butthetestingisinanydifferentcontext,representedherebyB,alsodemonstrates
the renewal effect.
of time provides “a functional change in context” (Bouton et al.,
2006, p. 354) such that when tests of CS–CR independence occur
somewhat after the extinction trials, the CSs presented alone are
no longer experienced as part of the extinction contexts and con-
sequently no longer considered “safe now.” This is the case even
when testing takes place in the same physical context as the“suc-
cessful”extinction trials (see also Ji and Maren,2007,p. 751). Like
renewal this effect is robust and widespread.
REINSTATEMENT
In reinstatement, an extinguished CR can be easily re-established
if the subject has been exposed to the US alone in a context in
which the independence of the CS from the CR will be tested.
Thought to be an example of contextual conditioning, the associ-
ation of the US/UR with some new speciﬁc context (Context B)
promotes the heretofore extinguished CR to the CS in the new
context (Context B) whenever the old CS is introduced into the
new context (Context B). Let me illustrate this ﬁrst schematically
and then with a concrete example. Given a subject whose CR has
been“successfully”extinguished:
1. TheoldUSispresentedalone(withouttheCS)inanewcontext,
B,giving rise to the UR and the association Context B–US/UR.
2. LatertheoldCSalone(notpairedwiththeUS)isalsopresented
in new Context B.
3. Although the US and the CS are each presented alone at Con-
text B, and these distinct presentations are separated by time,
at Context B the association US/UR–CS is formed yielding the
return of CS–CR (Bouton et al., 2006, p. 353; Ji and Maren,
2007, p. 752; Bouton, 1993, p. 82).
Essentially the conditioning of Context B itself as a site for re-
establishing CS–UR/CR has taken place, even though the US and
the CS were never paired at Context B!12
Now to make it clearer,let’s use two concrete examples to illus-
trate. First return to Pavlov’s dogs. Suppose a dog is conditioned
suchthatabell’stone(CS),whichhadbeenpairedwithmeat(US),
can now elicit salivation (UR/CR). In the next step this condition-
ing is extinguished to the point that salivation no longer follows
the CS by itself (the tone alone). Reinstatement can be produced
in a few easy steps. First deliver the meat (US) in a particular ken-
nel, Kennel A. Of course the dog will salivate (UR). Then remove
the dog from Kennel A. After some period of time,return the dog
to Kennel A and sound the bell (CS). The dog will salivate (CR),
often on the ﬁrst trial, despite this CR having been extinguished.
The same reinstatement pattern applies with aversive condi-
tioning. Take a rat that has undergone successful extinction trials
of a conditioned freeze reaction to a tone (CS) alone, a tone that
had been paired with footshocks (US). The rat’s fear response
will become reinstated if this rat: (1) is placed in an area, Cage
B and receives footshocks alone (US), and then (2) some time
12A particularly potent variant of reinstatement is described in Hermans et al.,
2006,p.363)inwhichtrialsof theUSwithouttheCSarepresentedinthesamearea
(Context A) in which the original conditioning took place. Here, when the CS is
later presented again in this same area (Context A), the CR (conditioned response)
is very easily re-established. This is clearly indicative that conditioning of ContextA
itself, the entire context of the original conditioning event, takes place.
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later is returned to Cage B where the tone alone [CS without US
(footshock)] is sounded.
RAPID REACQUISITION
The phenomenon of rapid reacquisition provides further evi-
dence that extinction learning (the association CS–no US) does
not erase the original conditioned learning (the association CS–
US). In situations where rapid reacquisition occurs, the original
CR, despite having been rendered behaviorally extinct, emerges
extremely quickly,after just one (or a very few) new pairing of the
CS with the US. (Bouton et al., 2006, p. 353).
Attemptingtodealwiththisproblem(aswellasreinstatement)
Bouton et al. (2006, p. 353) propose a paradoxical technique that
involves adding a few conditioning trials along with the many
trials of extinction. Indeed, this is a counterintuitive plan as the
experience of intermittent pairings of a few CS–US trials amidst
many CS–no US trials would seem to strengthen the CR, much
as behaviors intermittently reinforced are more resistant to extin-
guishing. But the researchers explain (p. 353) that this procedure
could “make a recent conditioning trial a part of the [overall]
extinction context...and thus less likely to retrieve conditioning
(as opposed to the [desired] extinction)...during reacquisition.”
They continue the explanation: given that the extinction trials are
in great preponderance the subject should be able to tolerate the
occasional US–CS pairings. Bouton reports (p. 353) having in fact
tested out this method, claiming that in recent work of his own
“reacquisition was less rapid following an extinction procedure
that included occasional trials when the CS was paired with the
US”13.
CONTEXTS
The difﬁculty in achieving lasting extinction, seen in four types
of CR reappearances, demonstrates how dependent extinction is
upon context. Thus, before leaving this section it is important to
provide an understanding of what can constitute a context. Cer-
tainly there are physical contexts in which the conditioning events
take place – these are perhaps the most obvious. Less obvious,but
nolessphysical,arethematerialqualitiesof theconditionedstim-
uli themselves,also contributing to highly particular contexts. For
example, take the case reported in Vervliet et al. (2005), in which
particular geometric ﬁgures were paired with shocks such that
the ﬁgures became the CS. Extinction trials were highly context-
speciﬁc to the particular size and shape of the ﬁgure presented.
In other words,successful extinction achieved in initial extinction
trials was not preserved in later trials when the size and/or shape
of the ﬁgure varied perceptibly from those used earlier. On the
basisof thisﬁnding,itisquitelikelythattexturesandcolors,inthe
visual domain, and pitch and decibel level in the auditory realm
– actually whatever characteristics can be perceived by a subject –
can constitute speciﬁc conditioning and extinction contexts.
In addition to these physical contexts, there are temporal con-
texts,as was discussed above regarding the phenomenon of spon-
taneous recovery. Further, even more subtle contexts exist too.
13He refers here to Bouton et al. (2004), and to unpublished studies of Woods and
Bouton. I introduce the rather complicated matter of this procedure only because it
willproverelevantinthenextsectionwheretheefﬁcacyofpsychoanalytictechniques
toward achieving extinction is taken up.
Bouton and Swartzentruber (1991, p. 132) for instance,“encour-
age a more expanded deﬁnition of context” holding that “nearly
any [their emphasis] stimulus in the background [of a condition-
ing event] can potentially play the role of context and control
performance in extinction.”
Finally, there are state contexts, i.e., state-dependent learn-
ing phenomena,which include state-dependent conditioning and
extinction. There are many drugs, e.g., alcohol, some tranquiliz-
ers, and stress hormones like ACTH (adrenocorticotropin), all of
which induce speciﬁc state contexts. For instance, extinction of
a conditioned fear achieved under the inﬂuence of alcohol, will
not hold up when the subject is no longer in an inebriated state
(seeBoutonetal.,2006,pp.354–355;BoutonandSwartzentruber,
1991, pp. 132–133). Related to this, and even more interesting,
are ﬁndings that stress and various emotional states can them-
selveshavecontextualeffects.If aparticularemotionaccompanies
the conditioning of a response, even after extinction, according
to Bouton and Swartzentruber (1991, p. 135) “encountering an
extinguished CS in combination with that emotion could cause a
renewalof respondingafterextinctionhasoccurred.Suchamech-
anism could account for why phobias and anxiety disorders are
sometimes precipitated by stress.”
Given the many types of contexts and the dependence of
extinction upon contexts, the next subsection will consider
some attempts that conditioning researchers have endeavored or
suggested to better achieve extinction.
SEVERAL APPROACHES TO EXTINCTION, ALL INVOLVING MANY
CONTEXTS
Since conditioned fear responses contribute to many human psy-
chopathologies including phobias and various anxiety disorders,
it is an important clinical goal to improve extinction. But this is a
goal difﬁcult to achieve, and understandably so given the modern
researchﬁndingsthattheCS–USassociationscausingconditioned
fearresponsesareneverabolished.True,manystudieshaveshown
also that these CS–US associations can recede; but this is only
through the formation of new memories of CS–no US (i.e., safe
CSs), accomplished by a great number of extinction trials in a
variety of different contexts. Given this state of affairs clinical
researchers have logically considered“...that one way to decrease
the effects of contextual change on enhancing the return of fear
would be to conduct exposure therapy in multiple contexts so
thatextinctionmemoriescanbecuedbymultiplecontexts”(Mys-
tkowski and Mineka, 2007, p. 218)14. These same authors note
14Thinking along similar lines, given that many of the various physical characteris-
tics of the conditioned stimulus (CS) can provide different contexts, Mystkowski et
al. (2002, p. 414) proposed that“exposure with as many different alterations of the
phobic stimulus as possible would be beneﬁcial when the stimulus is confronted in
a new situation.”For spider phobics, for instance, extinction with various different
typesof spiders–thosewithhairylonglegs,thosewiththickbodies,smallandlarge
– would be most likely to capture whatever“...pertinent features that a person has
stored in their fear memory structure (p. 414).” Note that along with the multiple
contextssuggestedhere,theseauthorstouchuponaninterestingpointrecognizedby
psychoanalysts. Namely, a spider phobia might well represent any one of a number
of differentunconsciousconﬂicts;hencetheunconsciousrepresentationsof spiders
may vary considerably among a group of spider phobics. (This is currently being
explored in a study underway at the University of Michigan conducted by Finn,
Shevrin,Harley,Wu,and Brakel.)
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however that the results of such interventions have been “incon-
sistent” at best, even in animal models, and thus conclude that
extinction trials in multiple contexts are no panacea (p. 218).
Hermans et al. (2006, p. 362) suggested a mode of treatment
designed to circumvent these difﬁculties. They report that“...the
presence of the therapist during exposure to anxiety-provoking
cues can act as a conditioned inhibitor [of the conditioned fear
response] (‘when the therapist is present, nothing bad will hap-
pen’).” But these authors predicted that this type of intervention
too would only meet with minimal success. “The presence of the
therapist may lead to rapid symptom reduction, but a return of
anxiety may occur when the client subsequently confronts the
stimuli alone (p. 362).”
Addressing themselves to these dilemmas Bouton and col-
leagues recommended “treatments that ‘bridge’ connections
between the extinction context and potential relapse contexts”
noting that this sort of intervention“may be more effective at pre-
venting relapse than treatments designed to ‘optimize’ extinction
learning”(Bouton et al., 2006, p. 358).
One promising study demonstrating this approach was con-
ducted by Mystkowski et al. (2006) and reported in Mystkowski
and Mineka (2007) pp. 216–218. In this study of 48 spider pho-
bics,half were asked to rehearse mentally the treatment context of
the extinction trials they had received, just prior to entering sub-
sequent test contexts. This was the “bridging” intervention. The
other 24 participants in the control group were asked to recall
a neutral situation, unrelated to the treatment. In two types of
test contexts,those identical to the extinction trials and those that
were novel, the participants using mental rehearsal of the treat-
ment contexts as a bridge reported signiﬁcantly less return of fear
(on a self-report fear measure). In fact the mental rehearsal sub-
jects tested in novel settings did as well as subjects without the
rehearsal instruction who were re-tested in the original extinction
context. This is a quite striking result, as new test settings are new
contexts and thus likely to promote renewal (of conditioned fear)
effects.
Interestingly,othercognitiveinterventionswithhumanclinical
subjects, speciﬁcally those involving higher-level judgments, have
not proved very successful in extinguishing phobias and other
conditioned fear responses. Mystkowski et al. (2002, p. 414) for
example,reported on a study they conducted with 63 spider pho-
bics in which “our results did not support the hypothesis that
changing perceptions of safety, danger, control, and predictabil-
ity mediate and/or moderate a contextually inﬂuenced return of
fear.”Theyconcluded(p.414):“Ifthenullﬁndingsstandup...they
imply that contextually based return of fear is not dependent on
or affected by judgments of safety and so forth.”
Keepinginmindtheseproblemsinachievingextinction–both
in studies employing higher-level cognitively mediated processes
and in those using straightforward multiple context exposures15
15These difﬁculties have much to do with the limitations of cognitive behavioral
therapies (CBT), in which there are indeed (1) multiple contexts and (2) benign
therapists. Psychoanalytic treatment is different from CBT (and other treatments)
in both respects. First,as will become clearer below,psychoanalysis allows (perhaps
even promotes) multiple unconsciously mediated transferences. These are not only
– and especially in light of the potential positive role of imagi-
nation in extinction shown in one experiment, we return in the
next section to psychoanalysis with two speciﬁc questions. First,
how does psychoanalysis fare in terms of extinction processes?
Second, and more important for this project (and perhaps gener-
ally),canthesuccessof classicalpsychoanalysisbestbeunderstand
in terms of extinction, i.e., by recognizing that the standard clas-
sic techniques actually can and do provide the multiple contexts
necessary for approximating extinction of aversively CR?
CLASSICAL PSYCHOANALYTIC TECHNIQUE AND
EXTINCTION
It is my view that for two interconnected reasons classical psycho-
analytic technique is such that it promotes extinction learning.
First, classical technique is that in which an analysand reclines
on a psychoanalytic couch (several times per week is best), freely
associating as much as is possible. This attempt to express any-
thing and everything that comes to mind, without regulation and
in the absence of the usual conversational cues and social conven-
tions, facilitates the analysand’s imaginative engagement toward
the formation of multiple transferences, which are none other
than multiple contexts (or at least analogs thereof). Second, clas-
sic analytic technique aims,not only to enable the development of
these many transference contexts,but also (and just as important)
focuses on analyzing them toward better outcomes – providing
multiple contexts of safe trials (CS–no US). This combined action
of transference development and transference resolution, carried
out intensively and extensively over many transference types, is
on my account, the essential equivalent of multiple extinction
learning trials taking place in a myriad of different contexts at
different levels. Furthermore, I claim that it is the very success
thereby produced in achieving extinction that secures much psy-
choanalytic success. In short when looking for mechanisms to
explain how and why classical psychoanalysis works, the biolog-
ical processes of extinction learning must be considered to be of
central importance.
To ﬁll out these claims, this section will consist of two subsec-
tions. In the ﬁrst I will discuss the use of the couch, asserting that
its use promotes the development of many transferences, not just
one. Moreover, use of the couch, I will hold, allows the quality
of imagination necessary to experience each of these transference
contexts intensely. In the next subsection, returning to Mr. H’s
case, I will demonstrate how these intensive and extensive trans-
ferenceexperiencesactuallyprovidethegroundsforextinguishing
the psychopathological fear (and other aversive) conditioning
more deeply held, but of longer duration, providing the type of multiple contexts
that do seem more successful in approximating longer term extinction. Second,
whatever multiple transferences arise, they are always within the overarching con-
text of a good therapeutic alliance, a working relationship in which the patient and
analystarestrivingtogethertowardthepatient’sbestinterests.(Asapatientrecently
put it: “You are always on ‘my’ side, where the ‘my’ means my healthiest self.”)
This particular overarching positive transference can also be seen as providing a
“safe here”context aspect to whatever else goes on in the treatment. (Thanks to an
anonymousreviewerforhavingmemakeexplicitthepossibleextinctionpromoting
roleof thetreatmentallianceinpsychoanalysis.Iwasimplicitlyassumingit;perhaps
mirroring its implicit ameliorative effects in successful treatments.)
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symptoms, in the many different contexts necessary for adequate
extinction.
THE PSYCHOANALYTIC COUCH
Transferences are ubiquitous. However when we see someone in
just one role,as we do our dentist or mail carrier,the transference
is usually of a single type and doesn’t undergo much alteration.
Our spouses, parents, children, and siblings, on the other hand
are experienced in a great many ways,over decades of shared time
together. There are many different sorts of father-transferences,
mother-transferences,etc.Whenweconsidertheissueof transfer-
ences in a psychoanalysis, what is desirable? First let’s address the
aims of psychoanalysis in general. Jacobson (1995,p. 309) has this
to say: “...[an analysis is an] open-ended re-living; exploration;
andintegrationof unconsciousissues,unconsciousprocesses,and
unconscious modes of functioning, with the goal of understand-
ing them in the service of the resumption of development and
the freedom to change.” Particularly the phrase “open-ended re-
living” suggests that multiple transferences are to be preferred;
and this is of course offered without any thought to extinction
efﬁcacy. But how can that be accomplished? Even psychoanalysts
who question the use of the couch for every patient recognize
that for most patients capable of undergoing a psychoanalysis
“the use of the couch makes a good experience better” (Licht-
enberg, 1995, p. 393). Why? Because the couch allows, and can
maybeeven“promotethedevelopmentof transferenceof aregres-
sive nature” (Gedo, 1995, p. 296). Indeed that much is uncon-
tested both by psychoanalysts like Lictenberg and Gedo, who
stress that the couch is certainly not for every patient, and those
analysts who are more unreservedly pro-couch including Grot-
stein (1995) and Wolf (1995), the latter of whom adds that (p.
323), “Speciﬁc archaic trauma may be recalled that would not
have been accessible without the regressive propensities of couch
use.”
The idea of an old trauma brings us closer to the topic at
hand–aversive conditioning arguably contributing to the psy-
chopathology seen in every analytic patient. Likewise a comment
of Grotstein’s (1995, p. 397) is also helpful for our purposes. He
says:“...lyingdownfacilitatesashiftfromthereal[hereandnow]
to the imaginative...” There are then three interrelated claims I
want to make here: (1) In order to achieve the many contexts
needed for adequate extinction of aversive conditionings, mul-
tiple transferences are needed. (2) Moreover, these transferences
must be intensely felt, so that a re-experiencing of both the CS–
US association can take place along with extinction trials (CS–no
US) in many settings and at diverse levels. And, (3) imaginations
facilitated by use of the couch are not only instrumental but also
essential in allowing the transferences to be both variegated and
deeply felt. With their patients lying on a couch, analysts are not
constrained to just the single role of helping professional, nor are
patientsasrestrainedbysocialconventionastheywouldbesitting
up and facing the psychoanalyst.
Taking up the third claim ﬁrst, let me offer as evidence for
the efﬁcacy of imagination two studies, each far from the realm
of psychoanalysis, that are striking. The ﬁrst is the research
alreadycitedabove,Mystkowskietal.(2006).Here,spiderphobics
asked simply to imagine the treatment context (the extinction
trial) just prior to the subsequent test of their phobic reac-
tions experienced signiﬁcantly less fear renewal (on self-report
measures). The second is a study whose title “Thought for
food:imaginedconsumptionreducesactualconsumption,”reveals
much about its focus. Researchers Morewedge et al. (2010,p .
1530) demonstrated that subjects who repeatedly imagined eat-
ing a particular food (30 times) “subsequently consumed less of
the...[actual] food [they had imagined] than did people who
repeatedly imagined eating that food fewer times [3], imag-
ined eating a different food [30 times]..., or did not imag-
ine eating a food [but performed another repetitive action].”
Whereas Morewedge and colleagues hypothesized (p. 1531) that
having subjects imagine just three ingestions might sensitize
and stimulate the appetite16, they found that “mentally simulat-
ing an experience that is more analogous to repeated exposure
(...repeatedly[30times]imaginingtheconsumptionof unitsof a
food)...engender[ed] habituation [i.e., extinguishing responses]
to the stimulus.”These ﬁndings,that“mere”mental imaginations
of a situation are sufﬁcient to cause stimulus-speciﬁc extinc-
tions (p. 1533), are extremely important in support of the idea
that transferential re-experiences can constitute the many diverse
extinctioncontextsnecessaryforsatisfactoryaversiveconditioning
extinction.
Next, in order to address the ﬁrst two claims, I will explore
the speciﬁcs of multiple transferences as intensely felt multiple
extinction contexts.




by such conﬂicts,to be vividly present in the analytic treatment in
the form of various transferences. He explained:“...we regularly
succeed in giving all of the symptoms of the illness...new trans-
ference meaning[s] and in replacing his [the patient’s] ordinary
neurosis by a ‘transference-neurosis’ of which he can be cured
by the therapeutic work. The transference thus creates an inter-
mediate region between illness and real life...” Freud continued
(p. 154): “The new condition has taken over all the features of
the illness; but it represents an artiﬁcial illness [in that it is]
accessible to our intervention. It is [however] a piece of real
experience...”
The transference-neurosis version of the illness can be seen,on
myview,asthatcausedbythereappearanceoftheconditionedfear,
and the interventions to which Freud alludes can be understood
as the different transference re-experiences of extinction contexts
– various contexts in which the CS is not linked to the US17.L e t ’ s
16Actuallytheparticipantswhoimaginedthreerepetitionsof eatingsomeparticular
food did not differ signiﬁcantly from the control participants suggesting that the
appetitive sensitization did not occur.
17Note that renewal is the most common type of reappearance of aversively con-
ditioned symptoms. Note also that in any psychoanalysis, although the great pre-
ponderance of transference experiences (extinction trials) are CS–no US, there are
alwaysafewintermittentCS–US.(Thiswillbeveryclearinthecasematerialbelow.)
This is important because,according to Bouton et al.,2006,p. 353),in cases subject
to renewal a very few aversive conditioning trials in the midst of many extinction
trials actually facilitates a more robust extinction (see above p. 7).
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see how this looks for Mr. H, the patient whose psychopathology
was described at length above (infra pp. 10–16).
Recall that for Mr. H the CS, deﬁned under the most narrow
description,wastheexuberantunconstrainedapproachofbeloved
others (in this case his mother and the dog). A broader descrip-
tionoftheCS–onethatmightoverlapwiththeoriginalemotional
contextof theaversiveconditioningevent–includesMr.H’ssense
of himself as“on top of the world”following a signiﬁcant accom-
plishment, and also feeling more successful and favored over his
father. The US was the excited dog knocking Mr. H over, and
biting him such that a trip to the ER was required; this accompa-
nied by blood and stitches. The UR/CR consisting of fear,anxiety,
and pain, began with the lunging dog and continued throughout
the episode. In order to avoid the fear, anxiety, and pain associ-
ated with the US, Mr. H avoided the CS (feeling good and more
successful than rivals) throughout his life, in several manifesta-
tionsandatmanydevelopmentalstages,aswasdescribedatlength
earlier.
Not surprisingly then, in Mr. H’s psychoanalysis there were
many transference instantiations in which some achievement or
particular success was on the horizon (“threatening”), with other
peopleabouttoreactwith(perceived)over-exuberance.Thesesit-
uations occurred in both major and mundane ways. Taking the
quotidian type ﬁrst, Mr. H’s own useful psychoanalytic insight,
especially when overtly acknowledged by me (his female analyst),
caused him a great deal of anxiety at ﬁrst and occasionally there-
after. This sort of interchange,of course,occurred throughout the
analysis, and Mr. H’s reactions were different at different times,
depending upon the nature of his transference state. Here is one
typical example. During one session,Mr. H felt himself to be par-
ticularlyinsightfulandcorrectlygagedmypleasureathiswork.He
arrived for his next session feeling extremely anxious. At ﬁrst we
were perplexed,until he revealed that on his way to the session he
had a fearful phantasy, one he knew to be irrational: namely that
myhusbandwouldbeangrywithhim,maybeeventrytohurthim.
Why? Because my husband would feel diminished by my pleasure
inworkingwithMr.H.Onceweunderstoodthis,thesessioncould
become an intense CS–no US trial with the following features.
Despite Mr. H demonstrating his real success as a psychoanalytic
patient, and despite his correctly sensing my encouragement of
him, nothing untoward happened between Mr. H and my hus-
band, between my husband and me, nor most importantly with
Mr. H himself. All of us were unscathed as were our relationships
with one another.
TheexamplesofmajorsuccesseswerethosethatMr.Hachieved
either with his wife, in the sexual realm, or at work – all of which
continued to cause anxiety. In order for the analysis to represent
(and actually constitute) a set of useful extinction contexts, it was
necessary for us (Mr. H and me together) to ﬁgure out the nature
of the each speciﬁc success along with its accompanying anxi-
ety and fear,every time,within whatever transference pattern was
occurrent. For instance, there was a situation that was quite par-
allel to the original aversive conditioning situation. Mr. H got a
promotion and raise, rising ahead of a more senior (male) col-
league. He was delighted. His wife was proud, and also amorous.
So here we have the set up. Owing to a success in which he feels
he has bested a father-ﬁgure rival, Mr. H started to feel his “on
top of the world” feeling. And then, he is met by his wife (in the
mother-transference) an exuberant, ardent woman! This particu-
lar incident took place,several years into the analysis,after we had
done some considerable prior work on the contingent rather than
causal nature of the association between Mr. H’s high school suc-
cessesandtheﬁnancialproblemshisfatherhadsustained18.Thus,
that particular part of the CS–US association had already proﬁted
byanumberoftransferenceextinctiontrials.Still,atthattime,Mr.
H felt he was not ready for his wife to approach him sexually.And
yet he felt if he did not have intercourse with her when she was so
excited about his accomplishments, she’d “bite his head off.” He
endured sexual intercourse anxiously. Simultaneously he became
aware of the“joke”he had unconsciously constructed,and he told
it to me in his next session: “What a choice, she’ll bite my head
off; or her vagina will damage my penis.” This ushered in a new
period of Mr. H himself “designing”extinction trials with respect
to allowing himself to tolerate, and then eventually to even enjoy
sex initiated by his wife19.
In a similar fashion various transference experiences provided
different contexts for extinction (CS–no US) of different aspects
of the original aversive conditioning situation. The aspect involv-
ing his mother’s preference of Mr. H over his father/her husband
is easy to demonstrate. Often Mr. H would imagine that I pre-
ferred him to other males – my other patients, my husband and
other male relatives, my friends and colleagues. Allowing himself
this phantasy, but also then realizing that I could value him and
other men – something he concluded by watching me interact
with other men in tiny episodes over many years20 –p r o v e dt ob e
yetanotherextinctioncontext.Duringworkonthismatter,Mr.H
alsocametobelievethathismotherdidloveandrespecthisfather,
notwithstanding the periods of ﬁnancial difﬁculty his father had
experienced.
The generalizations of the original aversive conditioning out-
ward to other “related” CSs were of interest too, whenever they
18Brieﬂy this work was done in several ways. First, experiencing me in a father-
transference, Mr. H worried that his accomplishments would result in my failures.
He observed instead that his achievements were co-occurrent with some important
publications of mine. Relatedly, Mr. H gradually became aware that the successes
of his own children were not inversely correlated with his own achievements. He
had worried about that, and more so had become concerned that he was either
undermining his own progress or that of his children,making him a not-successful
father. By conﬁrming on several different occasions that his own achievements,
and that of his children and analyst, could indeed all vary independently, another
aspect of the CS–US underwent a set of extinction trials (CS–no US), all accord-
ing to these various (but speciﬁc) transference situations. In general much work
was done throughout the analysis on Mr. H’s lifelong avoidance of success. We
could see the avoidance in almost every developmental phase,with many such situ-
ations re-experienced in transference versions. All to the good, those that could
be re-experienced in that way in effect constituted speciﬁc context extinction
trials.
19Interestingly, without thinking explicitly in this way at all, he observed the “safe
here” context aspect of extinction, in that he only very slowly allowed different
locations for love-making and different sexual positions.
20During Mr. H’s several years of psychoanalysis at my ofﬁce in my home, he had
the opportunity to see me interact brieﬂy and very occasionally with (1) other
male patients, (2) my husband, (3) a handful of different workmen, and (4) a male
neighbor.
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predominance of CS–no US trials) involves his having cut himself
on just such a jagged can one afternoon at work. He bled quite
a bit and did require stitches at a local ER. Mr. H admitted that
he felt very anxious to the point of dizziness during much of the
experience. And yet, as he told me at our next session, “I lived
through it.”
Similarly, although pertaining this time to the generalizing of
the US, there was the matter of Mr. H’s changing reactions over
the years to the occasional dog barking to which we would be
subject. My dog, although usually quiet, would once in a while
surprise us with her loud barks. In the beginning Mr. H. jumped
every time. I wondered with him “Did he worry she was close at
hand?” Only later did I realize my own association to his bloody
hand following the dog bite trauma. In any case,over the years my
dog, helpful as always, allowed the analysis to provide yet another
set of extinction contexts. Indeed after some years of experiencing
these very intermittent,but surprising,barking jags,Mr. H’s reac-
tions extinguished. This can be understood as follows: No matter
how excellently the analysis was progressing and no matter how
good Mr. H felt, my dog never burst into the consulting room,
and never bit him. Indeed she barked, but this helped to establish
several instances of CS–no US.
CONCLUSION
The case of Mr. H is a typical psychoanalytic case. Both his psy-
chopathology and the classical psychoanalytic work with him –
four sessions a week with patient and analyst physically present,
and the use of the couch; these technical matters in the service
of promoting free association and extensive/intensive imagina-
t i v ee x p e r i e n c e so fm a n yt r a n s f e r e n c e sa tm a n yl e v e l s–h a v eb e e n
presented in some detail here. This was done in order to demon-
strate(1)the“...countlesswaysinwhichtheconﬂictual[aversive]
situationsareembedded...”inhispsychopathology21,and(2)the
view that the many transferences constitute the multiple extinc-
tion contexts at many different levels needed to best approximate
extinction of aversively conditioned psychopathology. Indeed, to
the extent that the etiology of much psychopathology is related to
aversive/fear conditioning,and since such aversive conditioning is
nowunderstoodtobeeasilygeneralized,butneverfullyeradicated,
psychoanalysis, in providing the myriad of extinction contexts
necessary, does seem at least as effective in preventing aversive
conditioning reappearances (particularly renewal) as other extant
treatments. That said, I am not contending that because psy-
choanalysis can effect these extinction contexts, psychoanalysis
shouldbethetreatmentof choiceforphobias,PTSD,panicattack,
and other anxiety disorders. That sort of recommendation would
clearly not be practical, especially in the current climate. I am
howevermakingthisclaim:Itisthroughtheratherunique22 useof
multifacetedtransferences,nowshowntoserveasmultipleextinc-
tion contexts, that the success of classical psychoanalysis can be
understood. Appreciated in this way, psychoanalysis reveals itself
to be as foundationally biological as it is psychological23.
21This quotation is from Moore and Fine’s, 1990, p. 210) Psychoanalytic terms
and concepts. I use these words as they indeed pertain to Mr. H. But moreover,
because the quote appears in the dictionary entry deﬁning the general need for
“working through” – “a crucial part of the analytic process” involving the multiple
interpretations of the same problem again and again – this quotation highlights the
prototypical nature of Mr. H’s psychopathology. (p. 210).
22Subliminal presentations of a stimulus may have a related effect. This is because
people, unaware of the origin of a subliminal stimulus, can experience it as com-
ing from any one of a number of sources. Consider then the following situation
potentially available with subliminal exposure treatments designed for phobics:It is
possiblethatearlysubliminaltrialscouldbeassimilatedtothepatient’sinternalrep-
resentation of the feared phobic object, whereas later trials could be seen as several
neutral benign versions of the object. In this way subliminal exposures too might
facilitate multiple extinctions.Although this is speculative,there are some new data
to support this view (see Snodgrass et al., in preparation).
23Note that this article is not a polemic for biological versus psychological aspects
of treatment. Rather,it is an article describing the discovery of the biological within
the context of the psychological processes that are a part of classical psychoanalytic
technique.
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